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Jana Alonso is an integrative healing expert, a best-selling author, and
the founder of The School of Integrative Healing. Integrative healing is
a multi-modality, multi-dimensional approach to healing, life, and
business, and the School is a long-term approach to true, holistic
transformation. These healing practices are a large part of Jana’s life’s
work and the essence of all of her teachings. 

Jana is a firm believer in having fun whilst doing the personal and
business work. She believes that you can have it all - wealth, health,
success, and greatness, as well as rest, joy, love, connection, and
lightness - even during challenging times. Jana guides her clients to
open themselves up to higher and higher levels of abundance in all of
her offerings through multiple self-healing modalities.

meet Jana

J A N A
A L O N S O

ALCHEMIST DYSLEXIC BILINGUAL SPEAKERLOVER
HEALER VISIONARY WEALTH EXPANDER GOOFBALL
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How it Started
 INTEGRATIVE

HEALING
In 2013, Jana was diagnosed with anxiety, depression, and an eating
disorder. She saw many health professionals over the next three years,
and even though she didn’t get significantly better, she had a personal
trainer say something she’ll never forget:

“It doesn’t have to be like this.”

That sentence is what motivated Jana to take her health and healing
into her own hands. It lit a fire in her belly so big that she made it her
life’s work to not only heal herself, but guide other humans on their
healing journeys as well, so that they no longer have to “just take a pill
and shut up”.

Over the next few years, Jana studied a multitude of typical healing
modalities (yoga, meditation, nutrition) and found that although she
felt better, something was still missing. This feeling intensified in 2017
when Jana’s mother was diagnosed with terminal cancer and Jana
became her full time carer. 

This extreme situation forced Jana to contemplate life on a much
deeper level as she faced the topic of mortality every day. This constant
reminder committed her to her soul's work, and she became
determined to understand healing, human behaviour and what is
possible to create in our ultimately finite human lives. 
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Jana went on to study trauma, the nervous system, relationships,
sexuality, shamanic medicine and emotional clearing. She realised that
even though the modalities were helpful individually, they were much
stronger together. Many people in the healing space were (and still
are) only teaching just one piece of the healing puzzle (ie. one
modality), but true, holistic healing and change only come when you
put the pieces together. It was because of this that Jana founded The
School of Integrative Healing (TSIH).
TSIH is a place where humans come together to learn multiple
modalities from multiple dimensions, ALL in one place. Jana shares her
10+ years of personal implementation and study to individuals around
the world who are ready to transform their realities.

TSIH is geared toward high achievers, entrepreneurs, and those who
want to live EXTRAORDINARY lives. Jana strongly believes that with
the right tools and understanding, we all can - and should - live
extraordinary lives. Her wish for everyone is that when they grow old,
they can look back at their lives knowing they lived in abundance, love,
and true joy.

All of this work is in honour of her mother’s life and legacy. 
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Integrative Nutrition

Emotional
Clearing

Inner Child Alchemy

Shamanic Medicine Connecting with
Your Soul's Journey
Masculine &
Feminine Dynamics

Energy Medicine
& Trauma

Integrative Healing combines multiple dimensions and modalities for
holistic self-healing. All bodies and modalities are intertwined, and you
need to address all of them to truly heal.

All of Jana's offers include these practices as well as belief work around
money, manifestation, business, and more!

Chronic Stress,
Trauma &

Hormone Health

Cyclical Living

Reprogramming the
Unconscious Mind 

Realtionships
Shadow Work
Sexuality

Becoming the
Creator of Your Life

Manifestation

 INTEGRATIVE HEALING
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Services

healing, certifications & mentorship
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INTEGRATIVE HEALING

€15k for 12 months

THE SCHOOL OF

The School of Integrative Healing (TSIH) is a 12-month, comprehensive,
multiple-modality membership programme that educates and
empowers members to self-heal and alchemise their lives from the
inside out.

The integrative healing practice was born from the concept that unity
makes us stronger than when separate, which is why this programme
teaches multiple practices, has many facilitators, and includes a wide
variety of students. It is the synergy of the different modalities,
dimensions, teachers, and students that makes integrative healing so
powerful and goes beyond a single-modality course. 

TSIH provides the tools needed to become the empowered creator of
your reality. Lessons, modules, and videos include healing techniques
that allow you to transform every aspect of your life, from wealth to
love to purpose to sexuality to health to business and beyond. Jana
truly believes that anything is possible and everything is available, and
instils this energy into the TSIH community and teachings.

TSIH is an all-encompassing method to
help you shed the past so you can rise,
change your destiny, and create the life
that you really, truly desire. 

Payment plans are available upon request.
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INTEGRATIVE HEALING
THE SCHOOL OF

What's Included
Comprehensive modules on a
membership portal each teaching the
content through videos, audios and PDFs
(life-time access)

Printed workbook including all of the
resources from the membership portal

Live group workshops 3 times per month
diving deep in to each module run by Jana
or specialists (life-long access)

Guest workshops by leaders in their field

Supportive and private Facebook
community

Rest weeks

Transformational Facebook Lives 3 times per
week to keep you on track (available whilst
you are an active student + in the private
group)

Personalised comprehensive Health
Analysis and group session to understand
your results

Education and practices emphasizing
beliefs, money, manifestation, and business
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Join us!
INTEGRATIVE HEALING

THE SCHOOL OF

Click here to join The School of
Integrative Healing
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TSIH CERTIFICATION
LEVEL 1

In the Level 1 Integrative Healing Certification, you will be certified by
The School of Integrative Healing in the multiple healing modalities
offered (outlined below). In TSIH, healing work is the manifestation
work. It places an emphasis on diving into our wounds, trauma, and
consciousness in order to create more wealth, success, and greatness
in our lives. In each wound there is gold, and you will be taught how to
alchemise those experiences, both in yourself and with others, to
ultimately live more abundant and fulfilled lives.

This certification is for those who desire a deeper understanding of all
the healing modalities and wants to share them with the world. At the
end of the certification course, you will feel confident in your
knowledge of how all the aspects of healing fit together in one unified
system, and how you can help your clients in a more comprehensive,
integrated level with these modalities.

€25k for 12 months
Payment plans are available upon request.
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TSIH CERTIFICATION
LEVEL 1

Modalities Covered
The neuroendocrine system 

 
How trauma and chronic stress impact

the body physically (and how to heal this)
 

Integrative nutrition
 

Emotional clearing
 

Tools to reprogram the unconscious mind
 

Relationships + the unconscious mind
 

Trauma types
 

Healing trauma through sexual healing
 

Shamanic medicine 
 

Energy medicine
 

Belief work
 

Embodiment
 

Manifestation 
 

Wealth energetics
 

The basics of business
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TSIH CERTIFICATION
LEVEL 1

What's Included
Education on the multiple healing
modalities

Exams on the modalities from all four
bodies

Support with case studies

Practice sessions for practitioners

Private Practitioner Facebook community

Two-day in-person training on various
healing modalities (in Ibiza in early 2023)

Sessions to support as you navigate
situations as a practitioner

Monthly calls for the certification

Becoming certified by TSIH

TSIH Certification logo on your website

Being part of our directory of certified
integrative healing experts

Education and practices emphasizing
beliefs, money, manifestation, and business
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BUSINESS MASTERMIND
LEVEL 2

Two-day in-person training in business (to be held in Costa Rica
later in the year, dates coming soon)
Additional private Facebook group for humans in this tier, with
monthly challenges to propel your business, audience, sales and
overall wealth
12 additional group strategy and Q&A calls with Jana

In the Level 2 Integrative Healing Certification, you will be certified by
The School of Integrative Healing in the multiple healing modalities
offered (outlined below). This certification level includes everything
from the Level 1 Certification, as well as:

In TSIH, healing work is the manifestation work. It places an emphasis
on diving into our wounds, trauma, and consciousness in order to
create more wealth, success, and greatness in our lives. In each wound
there is gold, and you will be taught how to alchemise those
experiences, both in yourself and with others, to ultimately live more
abundant and fulfilled lives.

This certification is for those who not only desire a deeper
understanding of all the healing modalities, but want to share them
with the world through their own business practice. This certification
combines the healing education necessary to become a practitioner
and the business education necessary to start and scale an impactful
practitioner business.

€40k for 12 months
Payment plans are available upon request.

A multi-modality healing certification + business mastermind
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BUSINESS MASTERMIND
LEVEL 2

What's Included
Education on the multiple
healing modalities

Exams on the modalities from
all four bodies

Practice sessions for practitioners

Support with case studies

Private Practitioner Facebook
community

Additional private Facebook group
for those in the Level 2
Certification program with
monthly challenges to propel your
business, audience, sales and
overall wealth

Two-day in-person training on
various healing modalities (in
Ibiza in early 2023)

Two-day in-person training on
scaling your business and
expanding your wealth (in Costa
Rica later on this year, dates
coming soon)

Sessions to support as you
navigate situations as a
practitioner

Monthly calls for the
certification

2 additional group strategy and
Q&A calls with Jana

Becoming certified by TSIH

TSIH Certification logo on your
website

Being part of our directory of
certified integrative healing
experts

EVERYTHING IN LEVEL 1, PLUS...

Education and practices
emphasizing beliefs, money,
manifestation, and business
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Register now!TSIH CERTIFICATIONS

Click here to register for
Level 1 TSIH Certification

Click here to register for
Level 2 Business Mastermind

L1

L2
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1:1 VIP - 6 MONTHS
EXCLUSIVE

The Exclusive 1:1 VIP container is an intimate mentorship experience for the
person looking to grow exponentially in every aspect of their life. Maybe
they've mastered one area and feel lack in the other. Jana is a master at
seeing your unconscious patterns and can help you shift a lifelong pattern
in one session, bringing greater alignment to extraordinary life in all senses
of the word. 

Included in this package is 6 months of direct guidance and healing
practices from Jana, membership to The School of Integrative Healing, and
the Level 1 Integrative Healing certification, among other perks.

Jana takes on very few 1:1 clients per year. If you are interested, inquire here.

€60k for 6 months
Payment plans are available upon request.

What's Included:
L1 TSIH certification with 1 in-person training

1 year in TSIH

6 months of 1:1 mentorship (up to 2 calls/month)

6 months of exclusive Whatsapp access to Jana

VIP day with Jana  (optional in-person coaching)

3 health analyses
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1:1 VIP - 12 MONTHS
ELITE

The Elite 1:1 VIP container is an intimate mentorship experience for the
person looking to maintain exponential personal and business growth. Jana
is a master at seeing your unconscious patterns and can help you shift a
lifelong pattern in one session, bringing greater alignment to extraordinary
life in all senses of the word. 

Included in this package is 12 months of direct guidance and healing
practices from Jana, membership to The School of Integrative Healing, and
the Level 2 Integrative Healing certification, exclusive WhatsApp access to
Jana, and more.

Jana takes on very few 1:1 clients per year. If you are interested, inquire here.

€100k for 12 months
Payment plans are available upon request.

What's Included:
L2 TSIH certification with 2 in-person trainings

1 year in TSIH

1 year of 1:1 mentorship (up to 2 calls /month)

1 year of exclusive WhatsApp access to Jana

Private weekend with Jana (optional in-person
coaching in Ibiza)

Monthly emotional clearing sessions with Gianine
Strang

6 health analyses
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Work with Jana
1:1 VIP EXPERIENCES

Click here to register for
1:1 VIP - 6 Months

Click here to register for
1:1 VIP - 12 Months

6 MONTHS

12 MONTHS
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WHAT’S INCLUDED
TSIH

1 YEAR
L1

CERT
L2

CERT
1:1

6 MO
1:1

12 MO

TSIH Facebook community (for 1 year)      

3 Facebook Lives per week (3 weeks
per month for 1 year)

     

1 weekly workshop (3 weeks per month
for 1 year)

     

Renowned expert teachers      

The full IH3 portal with the 8 months of
workshops pre-recorded on purchase
(lifetime access)

     

Exams after each body      

Case studies       

Certification in Integrative Healing      

IH Certification logo on your website      

Added to our directory of practitioners      

2-day in-person training (in Ibiza -
healing modalities)

     

2-day in-person business training
(Costa Rica - business)

     

Monthly practice sessions      

Monthly certification calls      

Private business certification
community with monthly challenges

     

6 months private coaching with Jana      

6 months Whatsapp access      

1 year private coaching with Jana, with
Whatsapp access

     

VIP day in Ibiza with Jana      

Emotion code training      

Access to our unstructured
mastermind weekends (optional)

     

At a Glance
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